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Abstract Internationalisation of higher education is a strategic theme in current research

on higher education and policy debate. Both at national and institutional levels, in many

countries, internationalisation is stated to be an educational goal. However, the dominant

discourse on internationalisation of higher education in research and research-based dis-

cussions tends to be framed by political, economic and organisational perspectives, rather

than informed by educational considerations. There is also a tendency to place interna-

tionalisation in higher education within the conceptual frame of economic globalisation

and the increasing trade in educational services worldwide. While such discussions may

shed light on various organisational, political or economic issues, this research does not

give a pedagogical basis for the internationalisation of higher education in terms of

teaching and learning. In particular, questions relating to the internationalisation of content

and learning outcomes need to be addressed. A series of studies conducted in Sweden

1999–2007 by the authors indicates that the didactical realisation of internationalisation as

an educational goal can be very elusive. In our findings, the concrete content considered by

teachers and students to represent internationalisation did not follow any clear pattern or

goal. Internationalisation was assumed to be represented by some form of ‘general

knowledge’ and general human qualities, without considering cultural differences. Insti-

tutionalised curriculum thinking as a basis for developing internationalisation was lacking.

Concrete thinking was very much restricted to organisational and administrative aspects,

and thoughts concerning content and learning outcomes tended to be expressed in idealised

and general terms, rather than developed into clarifying and useful specifications under-

pinned by curriculum theory. Certain consequences ensuing from this situation are dis-

cussed, and a curriculum approach to internationalisation of higher education is suggested.
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Internationalisation and globalisation

In the present article a focus on internationalisation of educational content in a curriculum

perspective, as complementary to the globalisation perspective on higher education, is

argued for. In this first part of the article external conditions for internationalisation of

educational content, created by globalisation and described in research, are discussed, and

the lack of focus on educational content is pointed at. In the second part, internationali-

sation as part of a specific educational programme, nurse education in Sweden, is

described. It is concluded that there is a lack of curricula rationales. Part one and two form

the background to the focus in part three on some central aspects of internationalisation of

educational content, discussed in general in relation to previous research. This discussion

leads up to conclusions in the last part, based on previous research, about the need and

possibility of a curriculum perspective in internationalising higher education.

The phenomenon of internationalisation of higher education (HE) is frequently dis-

cussed in relation to the more general topic of globalisation, which includes politically and

market regulated flows of people, money, goods and services. Political and economic

systems in the world are increasingly integrated (Waks 2003). Most of the concern with the

internationalisation of higher education is framed by an organisational/system level per-

spective, closely linked to economical-political-policy demands (Adler 1997; Chaffee and

Jacobson 1997; Sporn 1996). In research on the internationalisation of higher education,

focus has frequently been placed on academic and organisational climates and cultures,

viewing education primarily from an organisational perspective, linked to economy, pol-

itics and policy (Peterson and Spencer 1990; Austin 1990; Rhoads and Tierney 1990).

The position and role of universities has also been discussed in relation to an external

global environment. Bartell, for instance, argues that over the two last decades worldwide,

universities have ‘‘come under increasing pressures to adapt to rapidly changing social,

technological, economic and political forces emanating from immediate as well as from

broader post-industrial external environments’’ (Bartell 2003, p. 43). The fundamentally

political and economic force of globalisation impacts higher education in terms of ‘market

competition’. Transnational corporations (TNC)1 wield power that transcends national

borders. Universities are increasingly expected to operate in what policy-makers have

defined as a ‘knowledge-based economy’. Crucial factors within this development are

university rankings and recruitments of international students as a way to generate revenue

for higher education institutions. Marginson (2009) discusses this development in terms of

status competition. Other factors are new communication technologies, and neo-liberal

political developments towards reduction in state funding, demanding universities to

become more self-supporting financially (Stromquist 2002). These developments clearly

constitute very powerful forces, leading us to contemplate the critical question of how,

considering these forces, basic epistemic qualities of international knowledge development

may be supported. The main point made here is that there is a need to focus on educational

content to understand the consequences of the impact of those factors.

1 Transnational corporations, as a global economic force of power, are defined as various firms, services,
manufactures or industries situated with one or more product units abroad (Mucchielli 1998).
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The possible risk of negative effects of political and economic globalisation forces is

illustrated in the discussion of the internationalisation agenda in UK higher education. De

Vita and Case (2003) point at the dangers of a ‘marketisation’ of education combined with

the commodification of curriculum, which tend to ‘‘militate against a type of interna-

tionalisation that would make university culture more multicultural’’, discussing ‘‘the risk

of offering a monocultural model of internationalisation’’, driven by the interest for

financial gain (p. 384). Among the major problems in dealing with curriculum as an

‘international commodity’ is that it has resulted in a piecemeal approach to curriculum

internationalisation, referred to as the ‘infusion approach’. Intercultural learning had been

reduced to a topic just talked about. Also, the whole approach means a clash with tradi-

tional student–teacher relationships, by seeing students as ‘consumers’, and by the push

towards standardisation it entails. The authors conclude by asking for more culturally

inclusive forms of multicultural higher education curricula.

Yang (2002) argues that the term/concept ‘globalisation’ is linked to Western coloni-

sation and dominance, and is in many respects historically burdened. Referring to Pen-

nycook (1996), Yang puts the question in the following way:

…should we perhaps look at universities as a key site of struggle, where local

knowledge meets global knowledge in a battle to represent different worlds in dif-

ferent ways?’’

and maintains that the rationale for internationalisation lies in an understanding of the

universal nature of the advancement of knowledge. While knowledge is of the contextual,

the advancement of human knowledge that is based on common bonds of humanity is

arguably a global enterprise. Universities are, therefore, by nature of their commitment to

advancing human knowledge, international institutions (Yang 2002, p. 85).

In line with Yang’s discussion, we also think it is important to differentiate between the

meaning of globalisation and internationalisation of education. The starting point here is

that internationalisation of higher education concerns educational activities. Our concern is

therefore primarily with learning. Additionally, we see internationalisation as an oppor-

tunity to develop curriculum objectives informed by intercultural knowledge, and pro-

viding learning opportunities in line with those objectives. We are particularly interested in

cultural flows that transcend borders and that open up for a deeper understanding between

cultures and are intrinsically linked to universities’ commitment to advance human

knowledge.

On the other hand, in the societies that higher education institutions are situated in,

another type of flow of ideas and models takes place between countries and parts of the

world as a result of globalisation processes (Peters and Marshall 1996). This flow and its

consequences are not restricted to the realisation of identical ideas and models in new

places, but include new local creations dependent on and related to the global flow. These

flows also concern the character, aims and activities of higher education, and thereby

represent conditions (and constraints) for the development of higher education as part of

society (Waters 2001). We assume that such flows of people, money, products and ideas

represent external conditions influencing the organisation of higher education, with an

impact on the forms of activity that are included and developed.

While such external factors certainly affect the contexts within which higher education

operates, there is a risk that ‘internationalisation’ is seen as mainly a political and eco-

nomic objective, rather than an educational goal. This would rather much boil down to

increased mobility between higher education systems, labour markets and societies, as well

as the political and economic consequences of increased mobility. In this perspective,
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different ‘internationalisation’ measures taken in higher education would be evaluated

mainly in terms of increased mobility of students, teachers or researchers. This limited

view of internationalisation has been critiqued in various reports and evaluations con-

cerning internationalisation of higher education in Sweden (Annerblom 2002; Government

bill 2004/05:162; HsV 2005:27 R). The critique stresses that, content that promotes and

enhances learning and understanding of international conditions and relations must be

emphasized, instead of simply focusing on mobility.

However, the question of what actually constitutes the educational goals and conse-

quences of internationalising higher education remains quite unclear. Such goals are

implicitly assumed, rather than explicitly formulated. The reason for this situation could

be, despite the rhetoric, that there is no real wish for clear pedagogical intentions in relation

to internationalisation. Even so, internationalisation is going on and the position taken here

is that education based on deliberate management of the internationalisation of educational

content has many advantages. In the following, we shall argue that developers of higher

education need to consider internationalisation from a curriculum perspective. Not enough

research has been conducted concerning curriculum issues, or on how internationalisation

of higher education is understood and carried out by the participants involved. Empirically

grounded knowledge in these fields is crucial, to develop a research-based understanding of

internationalisation of higher education for the twenty-first century (Wihlborg 2009).

Another focus in this article will be the cultural flows and exchanges that represent

educational content. The interesting educational question is here not limited to the existence

of those flows as such, but concerns what they mean in terms of intercultural meetings and

cultural content in education, and how this is managed in a pedagogical perspective

(Svensson 1998; Wihlborg 2005). In other words, pedagogical quality assurance in the

internationalisation of content in higher education demands awareness about intercultural

meetings in educational contexts, as well as the management of such meetings.

Many evaluations concerning students’ visits abroad that focus on their personal per-

ceptions and personal gain have been conducted (Annerblom 2002; HsV 2005:27 R).

Relatively few qualitative investigations have been carried out concerning the experience
of aspects of internationalisation with respect to content related issues and learning, or as

interpreted by students and teachers in terms of a relation to teaching and learning situ-

ations. There is also scanty research from the perspective of educational content and

learning—that is, based on how intentions of internationalisation in higher education are

carried out in practice and what is learnt. The didactical dimension, concerning what to

learn (educational content), and how to learn (approaches to teaching and learning), seen as

aspects of internationalisation, is generally lacking in current research about internation-

alisation in higher education. At an institutional level, a shared culture needs to be

developed, and curriculum theory extended to include an understanding of international-

isation (Svensson and Wihlborg 2007). The presence of a didactical dimension and a

curriculum perspective has been studied in some investigations of the internationalisation

of the Swedish nurse education, referred to in part two as an example of a common

situation.

Previous empirical studies on the internationalisation of higher education:
the example of Swedish nurse education

In Sweden, as in other parts of Europe, we have seen recent government bills and national

policies for internationalisation of higher education, especially since the mid nineties (Van
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der Wende 1996, 1997; Kälvemark and Van der Wende 1997; Kälvemark 1999; Knight

1999). These documents that concern higher education in Sweden in general, all present

intentions, objectives and curricula developments to the intent that Swedish higher edu-

cation institutions should make further ‘‘efforts so as to enhance the quality of their

education and promote understanding of other countries and of international conditions and

relations’’ (The Ministry of Education, Research and Culture 2004/05:162, p. 1). In the

evaluation report, Internationalisation of higher education in Sweden, published by

the Swedish Council for the Renewal of Higher Education, Annerblom (2002) discusses

the importance of maintaining a long-term effect of the exchange programmes, and stresses

the need to follow up experiences in learning, and effects on educational contexts resulting

from the exchanges, experiences that otherwise tend to become rather personal and not in a

distinct way related to the students’ ongoing education, or to teachers’ ongoing educational

discourse seen as a whole.

In order to understand internationalisation of higher education from an educational

perspective, the present authors were concerned about how the intentions of internation-

alisation of higher educations were realised in practice, and decided to investigate the issue

using a qualitative approach. A series of empirical studies of nurse education in Sweden

were conducted between 1999 and 2007, aiming at describing the phenomenon of inter-

nationalisation as experienced by teachers and students. Nursing was chosen as an example

within higher education where internationalisation has for many years been emphasized as

goal (HsV 1998:16R; SFS 1992:1434; SFS 1993:100; Jarvis 1996). It is an educational

context well suited for discussions about universal human conditions, cultural differences

and intercultural relations, as important parts of content and resulting capabilities. Four

studies presented in four articles were carried out. The first study (Wihlborg 1999) was an

interview investigation of student nurses’ conceptualisations and understandings of the

phenomenon of internationalisation in general in relation to Swedish nurse education. The

second study (Wihlborg 2004a) focused on interviewed student nurses’ conceptions of how

objectives concerned with internationalisation were being met through the content in their

nursing programme as taught. The third study (Wihlborg 2004b) was a survey study of

experiences and understandings of internationalisation as reported by teachers in nurse

education. The fourth study (Svensson and Wihlborg 2007) was an interview investigation

of teachers’ various understandings of internationalisation of higher education and their

awareness of the pedagogical/didactical dimension of internationalised teaching and

learning in the context of the Swedish nurse education.

Organisational and content areas of internationalisation

The topics concerning the meaning of internationalisation, brought up by informants in all

four studies referred to above, could be grouped into four main areas. The four areas were

present in each of the four studies with some variation. There was, for instance, little focus

on exchange of teachers but mainly on student exchange, and exchange in general, in the

first two studies of the conceptions of students. Also, the interview study with teachers,

study four, was much more deep-going and rich in content for all categories. Here we are

discussing the general characteristics of the contents of the categories and their implica-

tions. The interviews were made against the backdrop of the current curricula objectives

and policy documents, for Swedish higher education in general and specifically for nursing

(SFS 1993:100; Jarvis 1996). The informants who participated in the investigations (as one

of the selective criteria), were asked if they had any knowledge about the overall intentions

concerning internationalisation in higher education in Sweden. Their understandings of
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these overall intentions were taken as a starting point when the interviews were carried out.

The survey also included data about the informants’ general interpretation of intentions of

internationalisation in higher education. Two of the areas found in the analysis were

primarily of an organisational kind: (a) similarities/differences between countries in for-
malities of higher education and (b) exchange programmes. The other two areas were seen

as concerning educational content, comprising (c) medical and technical and (d) inter-
cultural educational content, respectively. Each area is constituted by several distinctive

aspects. The general characteristics of each area are described below illustrated with a

statement from a student or teacher.

(a) Similarities and differences in formalities between countries. Internationalisation is

experienced from an organisational perspective. The issues focused are above all if the

nurse education considered is internationally valid, or has a competitive status compared to

education provided in other countries. There is also stress on comparison between coun-

tries of various rules, credit systems2 and curricula objectives. This area is of a general

nature, since we can assume that it concerns all education even though different pro-

grammes may focus on different objectives.

…and that the programme is EU-compatible…my training also involves practical

components…so that it will be valid compared with other countries’ nurses’

programmes…
…the basic units are the same, so to speak…this is important…this internationalises

the Swedish nurses’ education…this means that it is internationally valid.

(b) Exchanges of students and teachers between countries. Internationalisation is also

here seen from an organisational perspective, but focusing increasing possibilities of

exchange in general, including possibilities for students and teachers to participate in

exchange programmes. Internationalisation is also experienced as increasing possibilities

to compete about jobs and to be able to live and work as a nurse abroad, to become mobile

in an international market. This area is also general, in the sense that ‘rules and conditions’

are focused in similar terms as they are described in guidelines for higher education in

Sweden and official recommendations for collaboration with other countries. This area has

very little connection to specific educational content. Rather, the idea is that knowledge

will be developed through the content the student will encounter, for instance by partici-

pating in an exchange programme.

I think about…well specifically, about things that concern me as a student, maybe the

possibility to be able to spend a year abroad… to be allowed to accomplish my (note:

not necessarily a nurse education) education abroad, and maybe later be able to work

abroad as well.

(c) Medical and technical knowledge as the basis for an internationally valid Swedish

nurse education, involving medical-technical competence and nursing capabilities. The

emphasis is on the aspiration that, by the time they graduate as qualified nurses, the nurse

students will have become medically and technically qualified, leading to good abilities to

2 The Bologna process had not yet been implemented and the Declaration and the new ECTS (European
Community Course-Credit Transfer System) had not been completed when the analysis of the fourth
empirical study was in its final stages (concerning Lifelong learning and the Bologna Declaration see
http://ec.europa.eu/education/policies/educ/bologna/bologna.pdf Date:29/05/2007 and www.bologna-bergen
2005.no Date:29/05/2007).
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handle medicines, and treat illness from a general nursing and medical perspective, as well

as being able to handle technical equipment used in the medical care sector.

…the programme is EU-compatible…first of all with regard to the medical-technical

parts of the programme, which I think are the most important parts…

(d) Intercultural knowledge as a basis for an internationally valid nurse education. The

focus is on intercultural issues and a vision of development of intercultural competencies

as part of desirable nursing capabilities, combined with the idea that the opening up of

boundaries between countries, and an increased flow of people and culture between

countries, are factors that promote intercultural competencies. It is seen as desirable that

the education as a whole involves the development of capabilities and abilities of an

intercultural nature, leading to good qualifications for meeting people from other cultures

in practical work.

To understand people you meet…from different cultures…with different experi-

ences…such differences complement each other…to me this means growing as a

person…not only with reference to the case here in Sweden but also in terms of other

cultures’ way of looking at things in life and in nursing as well.

There is a similar difference within the two groupings of the categories (a) and (b) as

concerning organisation and (c) and (d) as concerning educational content. Category (a)

and (c) have a narrow focus on conditions respectively educational content within formal

education, while category (b) and (d) are broader and concern also conditions and content

outside the educational system. When it comes to learning these latter categories clearly

involves learning, not the least social learning, also outside formal education.

The two areas mentioned last, characterised as concerning educational content, of

course vary with subject matter fields. Nevertheless, we will argue that competencies and

capabilities of an intercultural character, per se, are important features as parts of learning

in higher education generally, regardless of the specific educational content, qualifications

and requirements of various educational contexts. Additionally, intercultural competencies

can be seen as comprising different kinds of skills and knowledge; both specific (for

instance knowledge of a specific custom) and more general (such as an open mind to

cultural differences).

The ‘medical and technical knowledge’ seen as desirable content and outcome of

education, is expected by the informants to be similar across cultures. This is also believed

to be the case for certain general qualities in interpersonal relations, seen by the informants

as constituting ‘intercultural knowledge’. Concerning the medical technical knowledge, the

underlying ideas of the informants appear to be that what is aimed for is fairly advanced

medical and technical knowledge. This knowledge is assumed to be the same, and not

culture specific, or maybe in some sense to represent its own culture, whose grounds and

mechanisms are taken for granted by the informants. The features that are here classified as

‘general qualities of interpersonal relations’ are seen as important for nursing in general.

These include qualities such as not being prejudiced, being open to different views and

customs, being willing and able to assume others’ perspectives, to listen, be respectful, and

so on. These qualities are thought of as general attitudes and capabilities, not tied to

specific contents and situations, but manifested in relation to varying situations and con-

tents. The type of competencies that appeared in our empirical material have elsewhere

been discussed in relation to developing excellence in nursing education (Allen and

Ogilvie 2004; Holt et al. 2000) and in terms of teachers’ understanding of competencies

students need to develop to become qualified nurses (Wihlborg 2005).
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The question can be posed, whether students’ education necessarily has to involve that

they become interculturally competent, in order to work and live in a globalised world.

This question also relates to wider issues, such as the notion of becoming a ‘world citizen’.

In relation to this issue, questions of democracy and the development of a democratic

approach become central, but are also open to considerable debate. Dahlin (2004, p. 1.)

says for instance, that ‘‘the concept of citizenship, and consequently also the concept of

education for citizenship, is obviously a contested one, with no naturally given meaning’’.

He continues by distinguishing between ‘minimal’ and ‘maximal’ interpretations of the

concepts (ibid. p. 1, see for instance also McLaughlin 1992, to whom Dahlin refers). The

minimal interpretations of education for citizenship are characterised by Dahlin as ‘thin’,

in that they stay with what is ‘‘absolutely necessary for a person to know in order to be able

to live, or rather to survive, in social life.’’ Dahlin further says that ‘‘the maximal inter-

pretations, on the other hand, are ‘thick’ or substantial, emphasizing the complexities of

modern social life and the ability, for instance, to critically reflect on and communicate

about social, cultural and political issues’’ (ibid., p. 1). Although the broad issue of citizen

education is important as a backdrop to the internationalisation of higher education, it will

not be further discussed here. Nevertheless, we feel that this issue needs much closer

consideration when developing higher education.

Within the area that we have designated as ‘intercultural knowledge’, we include the

instances when the teachers and students brought up meetings with, respectively knowl-

edge of situations and content that differs from their own culture. However, the interviews

and surveys did not display any emphasis on specific knowledge of other cultures as an

aim, content and result of the education. The focus was on overall intentions about

internationalisation, which the participants interpreted and related to their own specific

teaching and learning context. The informants related both to what was actually included,

as well as to their expectations concerning what they hoped would be part of the nurse

education. Most statements concerned expectations and wishes rather than concrete

examples from education already carried out.

Based on descriptions provided in the interviews, we conclude that the specific content

concerning other cultures that was actually included in the education seemed to be acci-

dental, rather than the result of a conscious effort to include this type of material. The idea

expressed by teachers who had developed such course material appears to be that it is

mainly a way to develop general intercultural—or even inter-human—competence, where

the specific content is a means rather than an end. This does not totally exclude the

realisation among informants that the specific content and knowledge is important in

specific cases. However, our general conclusion is nevertheless that what has here been

named ‘intercultural knowledge’ is very much seen (expressed and described) by nursing

students and teachers as a desire and a vision of developing general qualities in the

relationship to other humans, based on a belief that these qualities are especially needed in

intercultural meetings. It is assumed that students are trained to achieve this type of

interpersonal competence by being exposed to a particular type of material.

In the empirical studies discussed above, the ideas among students and teachers about

formalities, exchange and also medical and technical knowledge, concern quite distinct and

concrete matters, while the ideas about intercultural knowledge and competencies tend to

be abstract, vague and elusive. At the same time, informants consider such qualities of

intercultural knowledge to constitute an intended benefit of harmonising the formalities,

and the reason behind promoting exchanges between countries. The development of

intercultural abilities and competencies was stressed as important. Finally, the interviews

and survey displayed substantial differences in the way informants expressed their
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conceptions about knowledge that is considered to be general across cultures, knowledge

about cultural differences, and knowledge about specific cultures.

Our overall conclusion, based on these studies, is that the content that represents aspects

of internationalisation in teaching and learning situations in Swedish nurse education is not

underpinned by curricula rationales. There is no shared educational culture of teaching and

learning concerned with internationalisation. Altogether, this means that internationalisa-

tion becomes a rather haphazardly constituted process. Furthermore, we see no indications

that these conclusions only concern the nurse education programmes we investigated. Most

higher education in Sweden seems to be characterised by a lack of explicit curriculum

rationales, as well as by the absence of a shared educational culture of internationalisation.

This situation, which seems to be the common situation, raises questions about important

aspects that should be considered in internationalising educational content. This is dis-

cussed generally in relation to previous research in part three.

Internationalising educational content

The results referred to above showed that the informants did not share a mutual under-

standing of the phenomenon of internationalisation, and lacked a curriculum dimension in

the meanings they gave to the notion. Educational theoretical awareness and approaches

were also conspicuously absent in the manner they discussed internationalisation issues. In

the following, we will argue that these limitations in the conceptualisation of interna-

tionalisation lead to far-reaching consequences for students in teaching and learning sit-

uations, as well as having a crucial impact in terms of how students’ learning outcomes are

defined. This is all the more significant, since existing literature in the field suggests that

the results from the study of the Swedish nurse education are relevant to the whole field of

higher education when it comes to the main characteristics described - although much

subject specific variation is to be expected. Curricula objectives concerning internation-

alisation in higher education are vague and ambiguous. The internationalisation of higher

education is to a large extent accidental, rather than clearly intended when it comes to

educational content. How to realise the intentions of internationalising higher education in

terms of teaching and learning, focusing on the epistemological dimension, seems there-

fore to be a legitimate and important question.

Learning environments and learning contexts

Education is, at the level of organising activities of students and teachers, a matter of

creating learning environments. There may be more or less awareness of, knowledge of,

and control over the environments created for the students. Administrators, counsellors,

teachers and students are involved in different ways in the creation of those environments.
The creation of learning environments is both a genuine creation, as when students and

teachers do something together, and a creation of access to already existing facilities, such

as a university site, with its departments, libraries etc. Much of what is covered by the term

‘internationalisation’ in higher education, concerns giving access to new learning envi-

ronments, which are considered to be ‘international’ in some respect. Exchange pro-

grammes for students and teachers constitute the most obvious form of this kind of

internationalisation (Annerblom 2002).

Giving access to learning environments results in giving affordances: opportunities for

learning. However, the specific content of these affordances, in terms of material and
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human resources, is often not very well known in the educational system. Also, the

environments are external to the learner, and are only indirectly related to the context of

the learning actually taking place. The actual learning context is, on the one hand, made up

from particular parts of the external environment. This means the resources and possi-

bilities, actually used in learning, which form the situational part of the learning context,

that is, those aspects that are directly related to the student’s learning. What is used, of

course, depends on what is afforded, but also on the learner. The learning additionally

depends on how the resources are used. Finally, the learning context includes what the

student uses from his/her previous experience and knowledge (Svensson 2009). An

intercultural learning environment is expected to involve intercultural meetings, based on

cultural flows (Svensson 1998). However, our assertion in this paper is that intercultural

learning is above all dependent on the learner’s use of these meetings, based on his/her

intentions and previous experience.

The question how people learn from another culture is raised by Svensson (1998) in the

following terms:

By learn we mean how they change their externalizations of meaning in relation to

externalizations coming from another culture. Although we do not see this change as

mainly a matter of acquiring or reproducing the given externalization, the relation to

the given is fundamental to the understanding of the change together with the

reaction to one’s own context of experience and tradition. (p. 127)

The development of more international learning environments is expected to lead to

valued and desired learning outcomes. Students’ meeting with learning environments does,

of course, involve learning something about specific places, people, customs etc. However,

such aspects do not seem to be emphasized as the main learning outcomes, but are looked

upon as means to deeper insights that will become a part of the overall experience (of

residing in other cultural environments). What tend to be focused are very general values

and attitudes, expressed in how it is considered appropriate to act in ‘intercultural’ situ-

ations, as well as in other situations. The question is then, what content, in any learning

environment within higher education, will support a student learning outcome that can be

recognised as ‘intercultural competencies’, in a general sense, and in relation to a future

profession and working field (Wihlborg 2005). The other question is to which extent the

general sense of the notion of intercultural competencies is relevant and productive.

In his discussion of intercultural learning processes, Svensson (1998) emphasizes the

notion of ‘flow’ in relation to the meaning of culture: ‘‘to deal with the flow of culture,

there is a need for a meaning of culture, that is focusing more on the elements of culture,

their constitution, nature and relations’’ (p. 15). He concludes that: ‘‘the combination of a

focus on cultural elements and cultural flows is fundamental to an educational perspective

and an educational perspective is fundamental to a deeper understanding of the creation

and flow of cultural units’’ (p. 19). The issues of internationalisation and developing

intercultural competencies can be situated against the larger problem of creating learning

environments, steering cultural flows, making certain cultural flows and cultural meetings

possible, and thereby attaining certain learning outcomes rather than others. This is the

fundamental problem of whose culture is chosen and why. It may be seen as a question of

knowledge and power, related to a struggle for cultural recognition. In the US, this struggle

has been very explicit (Marginson and Rhodes 2002; Marginson 2004; Mesterhauser 1998;

Knight 1999; Knight and De Wit 1999; Reading 1996; Urry 2005). In the internationalising

of the content of any education, there is first of all a choice of cultural elements that are

made accessible, to the detriment of others. Surprisingly, the problematic nature of this
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choice is rarely made explicit and discussed. Regardless of which choices are made,

however, the existence of such choices can hardly be ignored from an educational

perspective.

The role of language

One very central issue concerning cultural flows in higher education is language. There are

two main aspects of this issue: language as content of education, and language as medium
of education. In both respects, the relation between internationalisation and knowledge of

language is problematic. If internationalisation is seen as part of globalisation, it would

probably be contrary to multilingualism. Historically, most instances of integration of

societies into larger nations, regions and empires tend to be based on language hegemony,

rather than multilingualism, and the present changes in world economies and societies

known as ‘globalisation’ are in fact paralleled by an increasing hegemony of the English

language.

The development of the use of English in India in relation to the use of indigenous

languages here represents an interesting case (Svensson 1998). Pattanayak (1998) com-

ments on the position and use of English in India within the context of global and local

intercultural relations, considering that hegemony is the moving force of globalisation

against the background of earlier imperialism and colonialism that have become historical

anachronisms. In relation to the development in India he says:

It is forgotten that it is not the recognition, but the non-recognition of languages that

leads to national disunity. Giving recognition to different identities, respecting the

differing is the only way to ensure national cohesion in a multilingual pluricultural

country. It is neither uniformisation nor homogenisation, but structural incorporation

of elements which leads to harmonious relation among them. (p. 28)

We feel that the same could be said about relations among languages globally. The risk

clearly exists, as De Vita and Case (2003) have argued, that the exclusive use of English

(or any other single language) is combined with a monocultural model of internationalisation.

Bayer (1998, p. 37) points out that in India ‘‘Access to knowledge and information on

the languages of India by Indian language speakers is through translation to English.’’ She

refers to Raja Rao (1978), who sums up a view expressed in an old Indian tradition:

‘‘Truth, said a great Indian sage, is not the monopoly of the Sanskrit language. (Sanskrit is

India’s oldest and richest literary language, from which most of India’s present modern

Indian languages have their roots.) Truth can use any language, and the more universal, the

better it is’’ (Bayer 1998, p. 37), while Svensson (1998, p. 128) concludes that ‘‘The

medium character of language and its communicative use for instrumental reasons seem to

be the main basis for the cultural change of learning and using English in India.’’

More and more people learn and use the English language, and this has been part of the

development within higher education in most non English speaking countries for many

years now. This development represents an internationalisation of the content of higher

education studies, but in a somewhat one-sided and restricted sense, considering which

cultural flows are actually realised and encouraged, compared to possible flows. However,

an increase of the study of certain other foreign languages can also be observed, such as

Chinese, for example. That is, we are here mainly looking at languages talked by a large

number of people.

The point is that language plays an important role in the internationalisation of

knowledge content in higher education, since it is a medium of expressing and
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communicating this knowledge. The question then becomes one about the use of language

as a condition for students’ development of knowledge. A critical aspect of this question

concerns access. Both concerning in what language there is access to certain knowledge,

and the issue of how students can access knowledge and develop personal knowledge,

depending on their access to or mastering of particular languages.

Wimpenny et al. (2005) report on an Erasmus-Socrates funded Intensive Programme for

nurses on Cultures in European Nursing, and describe the problem with the use of English

seen in relation to the subject matter of the course in the following way:

There was a grappling with the language idea that there were many versions of

English. This range of ‘‘Englishes’’ didn’t initially fit to any prior understanding of

native language, despite having a range of different regional variations within our

own group. We failed, initially, to listen to what was being said and instead were

concerned with how it was being said. (p. 402)

The authors describe how the focus on forms of and mastering of language was an

obstacle to communication. Unfortunately, such problems are far from unique, placing non

native speakers at a disadvantage. In education, where language is not the subject matter, it

is important to enable the expression of a variation of meanings represented by different

cultures experienced by the participants. Meanings should be in focus, rather than forms of

expression. In this respect, part of the problem is that languages are important in the

constitution of meaning and understanding, by structuring ideas and associating to cul-

turally biased beliefs. In learning contexts, languages therefore play an important role in

relation to development of knowledge. We believe that the learners’ access to learning

contexts that include intercultural variation in meanings and understandings is crucial.

Such access opens up for cultural influences of various kinds as a basis for development,

involving competence related to the learners’ future profession and field of work, as well as

in a more general sense. But the issue of medium of instruction is not neutral to how such

competence develops.

Conditions for internationalising subject matter content

ICT, and especially the internet, has opened up for a form of world-wide communication.

This technique forms the basis for the spread of and access to information and knowledge

in new ways, which is also part of globalisation. The access to subject matter content in

varying forms has increased immensely globally through the use of this technique. The

technique is widely used for varying forms of informal studying and learning. However,

the use of ICT has also increasingly become a part of formal higher education. A crucial

question in this connection is which opportunities, constraints, challenges, risks, demands

and possibilities, the use of ICT presents in the development of internationalising the

curriculum of higher education.

The ICT dimension in higher education has been discussed from various angles. Knight

and de Wit (1995), Knight (2003), and Leask (2004), among others, pose the interesting

question: What are internationalisation outcomes? We personally feel that the debate and

research are very much concerned with addressing various partial aspects of this question.

However, too much concern with isolated aspects entails a substantial risk of supporting a

rather atomistic and fragmentary understanding of the meaning of internationalisation of

higher education, depending on the particular perspective that is adopted in the discussion.

Leask (2004) talks about the internationalisation of the curriculum in terms of key skills

and indicators, such as, for instance; ‘‘display an ability to think globally and consider
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issues from a variety of perspectives; appreciate the complex and interacting factors that

contributes to notions of culture and cultural relationships’’ (p. 338). While such skills are

certainly relevant, both the curriculum theory and the pedagogical awareness needed to

support the development of such skills are sorely missing. This also shows one of the main

problems about internationalisation in higher education, pointing to the gap between, on

one side delivering grand ideologies, and on the other side, the concretisation of these

visions in teaching and learning practice.

One common and explicitly discussed condition for internationalising education is the

existence of exchange programmes. Within the frame of exchange programmes, there may,

or may not, exist communication between the instructors in the two countries about the

courses taken by the students, their knowledge content and how they may be incorporated

in an exam. In many cases other categories of academic staff, such as international

coordinators, administrators or study and careers advisers, are the ones that direct the

purposes with the exchanges between countries. The incorporation of courses from other

countries and cultures may mean an increased cultural variation, and in this sense a kind of

internationalisation and intercultural knowledge. However, the knowledge content as such

tends to be focused, rather than its intercultural qualities. At the same time, the exchanges

are assumed and experienced to contribute to intercultural knowledge. It must also be

remembered that exchange programmes are situated in a societal context that is informed

by intercultural flows. There is an increasing intercultural content of education for students

who are not personally involved in exchanges. International and intercultural under-

standing, in all different fields of education, are assumed to be a result of mobility, but also

of development of the educational content at home.

In connection with a short student exchange programme within the European Nursing

Module Network, Law and Muir (2006) discuss the internationalisation of the nursing

curriculum. They describe the general state of the field, pointing at drivers behind inter-

nationalisation of nurse education in relation to exchange programmes, as well as pro-

fessional and theoretical contexts and aspects focused in the programmes. The theoretical

context discussed is primarily trans-cultural nursing models in relation to student

exchange. Another study on student exchange is presented by Niemantsverdriet et al.

(2005), and concerns self-reported learning outcomes from an international traineeship in

medical education. A third example of work on the internationalisation of curriculum is

presented by Das (2005) and concerns a course on Language and Communication in

Physiotherapy in a Masters programme for international students at the University of South

Australia. The study makes a general course evaluation, especially focusing on cultural

competence. These and other similar studies of this kind, focus on specific programmes

and courses that include internationalisation as an explicit aim, and thereby contribute to a

discussion of the internationalisation of the whole education. However, at the same time,

the need remains for both a more comprehensive and a more subject matter oriented

approach to the internationalisation of education, that is not limited to isolated aspects or

course modules.

Woods (2006) presents a conceptual framework for interdisciplinary teaching. This

work is of special interest here, since it represents an intention to develop a framework of

the kind asked for in this article in relation to internationalisation. The framework sug-

gested by Woods is inspired by Becher’s (1989) and Becher and Trowler’s (2001) work on

academic tribes and territories, and based on Byram’s (1997) model of intercultural

competence and intercultural communicative competence. The theme in the present article

is not interdisciplinary teaching, but rather the internationalisation of teaching—both

interdisciplinary and within disciplines. Nevertheless, there is a close relation when, as is
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the case in Woods’ work, interdisciplinary teaching is considered in terms of disciplines

forming different cultures, and interdisciplinarity is seen as a matter of intercultural

communication. One of the advantages of Woods’ approach is the combination of focusing

on disciplinary subject matter understanding and communication and language compe-

tence. Otherwise, the most common approach is to focus on general cultural elements and

cultural differences as subject matter, rather than seeing disciplinary knowledge as rep-

resenting cultural differences.

It is our suggestion that a more active facilitation of internationalisation that is not

limited to formal and organisational changes needs to be informed by a more developed

idea of relevant and prioritised content, aiming at the learning outcomes that seem most

urgent. The character of the learning outcomes that are aimed at and expected would have

to be more clearly delimited. It should be acknowledged that outcomes are not culturally

neutral, and that they have to be argued for in relation to a multicultural context, including

the choice of use of language. It should also be recognised that the learning outcome is

dependent on the learner’s activity, involving different ways of approaching and using the

affordances given through the learning environment. Here it is essential to recall that the

learning outcome ultimately depends on the learner’s attitude and approach and the extent

to which these enable the cultural understanding and competencies aimed at. If such

attitudes and approaches are not already at hand, it is first of all the development of those

attitudes and approaches that needs to be addressed in education.

We also have to look more carefully at what is afforded through the external learning

environment, and the question of whether the affordances indeed provide the potential to

learn what is aimed for. When the external environment and/or the learning context include

cultural conflicts, this needs to become part of the issues that are addressed in education.

The internationalisation of education may be understood in terms of the content of all the

components of the educational process. Policies concerning educational aims and goals, as

well as organisational, administrative and economic changes and use of resources, would

benefit from being more clearly based on an understanding of the content of educational

processes. In this respect too, we maintain that the pedagogical dimension is underrepre-

sented in this picture as a whole.

Towards a curriculum perspective in internationalising higher education

In this article our aim has been to contribute with arguments in favour of more emphasis on

the development of a curriculum approach to internationalisation in higher education. Our

endeavour should be seen as aiming at counteracting and complementing the escalation of

an economically driven demand for instrumental education, where the outcomes as pointed

out in Stromquist’s discussion abut education in a globalised world are tied to goals of

production, productivity and employment (Stromquist 2002, p. 105). Finally, we hold that

intercultural qualities of learning outcomes in terms of competencies and capabilities

(Bowden 2004) and scholarship (Cohen 1997; Barnett 2005) have to be identified and

addressed further, in relation to the ability to live, work and participate in a globalised

world.

We believe that intercultural experiences and knowledge must become a part of

teaching and learning, if higher education is to become internationalised. As a conse-

quence, an educational and didactical framework that underpins this development is called

for (Svensson and Wihlborg 2007; Wihlborg 2009). Intercultural learning has the potential

to develop both global and international consciousness, as well as supporting global and
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international citizenship capabilities and competencies. In this connection, Robertson

(1998) and Waters (2001) discuss a form of emergent ‘holistic consciousness’. On a global

level, this would involve cultures being connected to a complex collective whole, a form of

collective consciousness. Intercultural learning would take the form of transnational

meaning, understanding and experience. As stated by Svensson ‘‘culture is based on cre-

ation of meaning’’ (Svensson 1998, p. 124, referring to Hannerz 1992). Questions con-

cerned with the meaning of culture and the nature of cultural changes are also raised:

‘‘Transnational cultural flows represent conditions for the flows between cultures and flows

between cultures mean cultural change. The flow and the change have their basis in the

cultural nature of man’’ (Svensson 1998, p. 122). Finally, education is discussed as flows

between cultural contexts and the relation between cultural elements:

Cultural changes dependent on transnational cultural flows are here seen as a matter

of how externalizations of meaning within one culture are dependent on external-

ization of meaning within another culture. This kind of dependence and influence is

only a special case of relations between externalizations of meaning. The character

of such relations is a main preoccupation within education as a discipline, although

they are not usually referred to in those general terms. (p. 124).

While Svensson’s focus lies on transnational cultural flows, Barnett (2004) is concerned

with the complexities and ambiguities that ensue. Barnett wonders ‘‘how might we

understand ‘the university’ and can higher education be any longer taken to offer a liberal

education?’’ (p. 71). The universities and their new universal purpose, according to

Barnett, must deal with the issue of ‘‘compounding our conceptual turmoil, enabling us

internally (ontologically) to handle the uncertain state of being’’ (Barnett 2004, p. 72). If

one agrees on this, and what Barnett sees as living in an age of supercomplexity (Barnett

2000), our suggestion is that the discourse concerned with teaching, learning and qualities

of internationalisation in higher education needs to involve a curriculum dimension. This

dimension is needed to meet such complex demands, outlining the discourse for the new

century. The educational content and qualities that should be developed as part of the

internationalisation of higher education therefore call for immediate and further elabora-

tion and research.

As discussed above, internationalisation of higher education takes place in a society that

is increasingly affected by social and economic processes of globalisation. We argue that

the development of a theoretical basis for this internationalisation is one of the important

pedagogical challenges for the twenty first century. Globalisation and the need for curricula

change will become the great challenge in higher education world-wide in the decades to

come. These structural changes have been widely discussed (see Wells et al. 1998; Urry

2005; Mesterhauser 1998; Barnett 2005). While these changes entail adjustments at a

number of levels, we personally believe that what is most urgently called for is a new

curriculum theory, involving rationales for internationalised teaching and learning, as well

as different kinds of changes involved. A curriculum approach provides a comprehensive

framework within which practice would be able to critically reflect on what is meant by

internationalised teaching and learning, and for what reasons and by what claims concrete

interpretations of curricular objectives of internationalisation are made. Key issues, such as

what and how students learn, and why the knowledge achieved is of importance, would

then become open to reflect on, and in turn, open up for the possibility to critically examine

which features need to be changed, or supported and promoted in practice.

Our conclusion is that, though the internationalisation of higher education is frequently

debated by writers in the educational sphere, no discourse has yet been established
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investigating the phenomenon from a curriculum perspective related to experiences of

teaching and learning. The phenomenon has rarely been described in didactical terms,

involving teachers’ ways of ‘handling teaching and learning’ aspects of internationalisation

in practice, or understood in relation to curricular objectives otherwise stated for higher

education. De Vita and Case’s (2003) discussion of the internationalisation agenda in UK

higher education, as well as the various studies of specific courses aiming at internation-

alisation, referred to above, illustrate the lack of coherent curriculum thinking. This is in

line with our more detailed results from the Swedish nurse education.

From a theoretical standpoint, Barnett and Coate (2005) have considered the problem of

a lack of curriculum thinking generally in higher education. They argue for conceptualising

curriculum as engagement, in terms of knowing, acting and being. They describe how the

focus in higher education has traditionally been on knowing, but has changed towards more

emphasis on acting, especially ‘‘skills that are intended to be transferable and employment-

related capabilities’’ (p. 105). They also envisage that in the context of the increasing

integration of higher education with the wider world, encouraged forms will much more be

those of being-in-the-world than being-in-knowledge (p. 119). Against this backdrop,

Barnett and Coate argue for an engaging curriculum, engaging both students and aca-

demics. They argue for making the curriculum more explicitly dealt with and for a

scholarship of curriculum. In our view, these suggestions are very relevant in relation to the

issue of internationalisation of higher education, which would benefit from the develop-

ment of a scholarship3 of curriculum in the sense discussed by Barnett and Coate.

We end this presentation by suggesting some main characteristics of a curriculum

approach to the understanding of internationalisation. Firstly, we feel that the concept of

learning environment is very important, because internationalisation in relation to glob-

alisation in an educational perspective entails a widening of the environmental opportu-

nities afforded for learning. Here it is important not only to consider variation in access in

an external way, but also that what becomes the learning context for the individual learner

depends on what is used by that learner, and that the learning context also includes the

learner’s prior experience, attitudes, expectations and capabilities. The language issue is

here of special relevance, since the language of communication both represents an

opportunity for learning, and a limitation of opportunities for learning, in varying degrees

for different learners.

Conscious decisions concerning language as well as the internationalisation of subject

matter content need to be taken in relation to global, regional and local conditions,

informed by democratically based educational aims for higher education. In the empirical

studies of Swedish nurse education discussed in this article, four main areas in the ways the

informants expressed their understanding of internationalisation were found: similarities

and differences in formalities of educational systems; exchanges of students and teachers;

medical/technical knowledge; and intercultural knowledge. A crucial challenge to edu-

cational and curriculum thinking and theory development concerns how the two-first areas,

formalities and exchanges, are related to discipline knowledge (medical/technical in our

example) and intercultural knowledge. It also concerns the fundamental question of how

these latter areas, discipline knowledge and intercultural knowledge, are related to each

other. Comprehensive knowledge about these questions and how they relate to curriculum

can give a basis for internationalising higher education, in ways that do not simply

3 The issue of excellence in scholarship needs to be addressed further, and is here only mentioned as a
‘logical consequence’ of elaborating on the issue about internationalisation in higher education. See also
Barnett and Coate (2005), chapter nine: Engaging the Curriculum.
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constitute an adaptive reaction to globalisation processes, or limit it to piecemeal measures

and wishful policy declarations.
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